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Abstract

This paper addresses the challenge of recognizing be-
havior of groups of individuals in unconstraint surveillance
environments. As opposed to approaches that rely on ag-
glomerative or decisive hierarchical clustering techniques,
we propose to recognize group interactions without mak-
ing hard decisions about the underlying group structure.
Instead we use a probabilistic grouping strategy evaluated
from the pairwise spatial-temporal tracking information. A
path-based grouping scheme determines a soft segmenta-
tion of groups and produces a weighted connection graph
where its edges express the probability of individuals be-
longing to a group. Without further segmenting this graph,
we show how a large number of low- and high-level behav-
ior recognition tasks can be performed. Our work builds on
a mature multi-camera multi-target person tracking system
that operates in real-time. We derive probabilistic models
to analyze individual track motion as well as group interac-
tions. We show that the soft grouping can combine with mo-
tion analysis elegantly to robustly detect and predict group-
level activities. Experimental results demonstrate the effi-
cacy of our approach.

1. Introduction
Environments such as schools, transportation hubs, sport

venues, and public gatherings are typically characterized by
a large number of people that exhibit frequent and complex
social interactions [2, 27]. In order to identify activities and
behaviors in such environment, it is necessary to understand
the interactions taking place at a group level [19, 16, 14].
Understanding group-level interaction is particularly impor-
tant in surveillance and security, where the gang related ac-
tivities are the root cause of most criminal behaviors and
disorderly conduct. A major goal of this work is to automat-
ically detect and predict events of interest by understanding
behaviors and activities at the group level.

There are at least three major issues in performing group-
level behavior recognition. First, one needs to define the
group structure from a varying number of individuals. Ex-
isting methods that track this group structure for behavior
recognition [4, 9, 10, 14, 16, 22, 24] mostly rely on a hard

decision over an explicit grouping. In our experience this
leads to brittle reasoning systems that are sensitive to noise
and tracking inaccuracies. Second, the spatial-temporal
relationships among individuals can change rapidly, espe-
cially in busy environments, which poses the challenge of
maintaining and tracking evolving group structures. Ap-
proaches based on hard grouping lack the capability to deal
with ambiguity in grouping, which are often observed dur-
ing a transition period when a person gradually joining or
leaving a group. Third, given the temporally evolving group
structures, efficient inference strategy needs to be investi-
gated in order to perform event recognition.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first of
the kind to perform and maintain a soft grouping structure
throughout the entire event recognition stage. The main
contribution of this paper is a probabilistic approach to both
determine the group structure and perform robust reasoning
on top of it. A key feature of our soft grouping strategy
is that group-level activities must be represented on a per-
individual basis. Our framework can probabilistically pre-
dict motion patterns and group-level activities of interest,
such as “Are individuals i, j, and k forming a new group?”
and “Are two groups going to meet in the future?”. Our
system operates based on two components:

• a probabilistic group analysis to reason about the soft
group structure between individuals based on a con-
nectivity graph defined using a track-to-track and a
path-based connectivity measure.

• a probabilistic motion analysis to reason over the
spatial-temporal pattern both at an individual and a
group level to perform scenario recognition.

Our approach is capable of handling arbitrary number of
individuals. The group representation is general and can
be combined naturally with subsequent reasoning — ana-
lytic rules can be motivated directly from its probabilistic
formulation in combining with other event inference mod-
ules. Our recognition framework is thus flexible in adapting
new scenarios. Moreover, our model construction is intu-
itive (user-friendly for non-technical operators) and invari-
ant to site-specific observations. This is because we con-
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struct group activity models using scenario-specific predi-
cates. We did not take a learning approach [11] for two
reasons: (1) When data availability is limited, the learning
of event models is difficult and requires considerable exper-
tise. (2) The integration of domain knowledge in the model
design phase is important. Our approach enables the end
user to quickly design a new scenario recognition module
based on combining existing modules.

This paper is organized as follows. §2 covers related
works. §3 describes our probabilistic group analysis. §4 de-
scribes how we combine the soft group analysis and track
motion analysis (which will be elaborated in §5) to recog-
nize group-level activities. §6 describes the application do-
main with performance validation. §7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Works
Crowd behavior recognition has been an active research

area [2, 27]. We briefly review works that perform group
tracking in particular for event recognition. Saxena et
al. [24] detect abnormal crowd events by tracking feature
points using a KLT tracker and building a scenario recog-
nition engine based on thresholding motion measurements.
Hoogs et al. [14] detect crowd formation and dispersion
via relational clustering solved using a spectral graph clique
analysis. Activity models are manually specified a priori
and limited to a single constant temporal state. Ge et al.
[10] identify small groups of crowd to study pedestrian be-
havior. Groups are formed using bottom-up hierarchical
clustering with hard decisions.

Ni et al. [19] recognize human group activities using
three types of localized causalities. Their approach is based
on learning concerning training samples and data labeling
and is not automatic in requiring manual initialization of
human tracks. Ryoo and Aggarwal [22] simultaneously es-
timate group structure and detect group activities using a
stochastic grammar. Grouping is determined by reasoning
over specific spatial-temporal relations. Lau et al. [16] es-
timate group structure without identifying individual blobs
in tracking. Both the detection-track association and the
grouping are hypothesized and posed as a recursive multi-
hypothesis model selection problem. Although probabilis-
tic clustering is performed, hard decisions are made in de-
termining the group size.

For pedestrian tracking and motion prediction, most ex-
isting methods focus on modeling simple activities of a sin-
gle person or the interactivity between two. In contrary, ac-
tivities or interaction among groups, which occur more of-
ten in real scenarios, are much less devoted. Existing meth-
ods include using social force model [20, 18], floor field [1],
correlated topic model [21], and use multi-camera tracking
[8, 6]. Abnormal activities are detected using motion pat-
tern [9], bag-of-social force features [18], mixture of dy-
namic textures [17], etc. The flow field tracking of Shah et

al. [1, 18] handles very crowded scenes; however it does
not operate at a group level.

3. Probabilistic Group Analysis
Defining a precise grouping of a crowd is challenging

due to the complex social interactions and relations that are
hard to measure. To handle the uncertainty in video track-
ing, we avoid explicit group segmentation and instead main-
tain a probabilistic measure.

3.1. Pairwise Grouping Measure

We first seek an instantaneous pairwise group affinity
measure (that represents the probability of a pair of people
belonging to a group), by checking if two individuals are
physically close. Inspired by standard social norms from
Hall’s proxemics theory [12] for modeling inter-person spa-
cial relations and the social force model [13] for modeling
pedestrian dynamics, we define a pairwise grouping mea-
sure based on three main terms: the distance between two
individuals, the motion (body pose and velocity) and the
track history, as illustrated in Fig.1. How this direct con-
nection probability can be extended to express group mem-
bership of non-direct neighbors will be described in §3.2.

The above pairwise grouping measure is defined straight
from track observations, thus it favors people that are spa-
tially close. Consider that affinity between people is not
always isotropic, our individual-centric affinity is not so, ei-
ther. Denote dij the Euclidean distance between two people
i and j located at xi and xj on the ground plane (Through-
out the paper, symbols i, j, k refer to a track of a person).
We assume a person always faces one’s motion direction
and denote with φij the angle between i’s velocity vector
and the relative position vector pij = xj − xi w.r.t. person
j. In addition, the affinity varies with the velocity magni-
tudes of i and j. Overall the instantaneous affinity measure
for some time t is hence a function

pinstc (i, j) = f(dij , φij , ||vi||, ||vj ||), (1)

where subscript c stands for connectivity, and the depen-
dency of time t is made implicit for clarity. Fig.1(d) visu-
alizes our concrete measure hidden behind the abstract def-

Figure 1. Pairwise group affinity measure: (a) Inter-person dis-
tance. (b) Distance and motion (velocity magnitude, direction,
frontness/sidedness). (c) Distance, motion, and track history. (d)
The instantaneous affinity measure of an individual at (0, 0) with
velocity vector (1, 1) in an arrow. Color map depicts this proba-
bility kernel between 0 (blue) and 1 (red).



inition (Eq.1). Notice the probability is higher on the side
of a person than in the front or back, which is a direct im-
plementation of the aforementioned social norm that states
people in a group are more likely to walk side-by-side.

To incorporate track history for robust estimation, we
take account pinstc at time t over a window of T seconds
(e.g. T = 3):

ppc(i, j; t) = ω1 pinstc (t) + ω2

∑
ti∈T p

inst
c (ti)

|ti ∈ T |
, (2)

where ω1, ω2 adjust the weights between the two terms of
current status and the entire window history (ω1 + ω2 =
1). This improves overall robustness and avoid treating a
sudden “passing by” event as an abrupt group change.

3.2. Path-based Group Connectivity
The pairwise affinity measure ppc(i, j; t) is defined for

two individuals i, j, independent of all other people in the
crowd. Observe that two arbitrary individuals in a group do
not necessarily have to be directly connected. Rather, it is
sufficient that a connecting chain of bonds exists. Here we
introduce a path-based group connectivity that estimates the
pairwise grouping probability under the influence of others.
We say that i and j are connected, if there exist pairwise
connected intermediate individuals i0, ..., iN :

pπc ({i and j are connected via i0, ..., iN}) =

ppc(i, i0)

[
N−1∏
k=0

ppc(ik, ik+1)

]
ppc(iN , j). (3)

We then set the connection probability between i and j to
be the optimal path amongst all possible paths, which yields
the highest probability:

pπc ({i and j are in same group}) =
max

all paths Pk

pπc ({i and j are connected via path Pk}). (4)

To find the optimal path, we first define the edge
weight of the initial connection graph to be G0(i, j) =
− log(ppc(i, j)), whose values ranges from 0 to∞. We then
use Floyd’s algorithm [25, Ch.32] to compute the all-pair
shortest path in O(n3), where n is the number of tracked
individuals. The resulting graph Gπ

0 contains non-negative
path weights. We then obtain the final probabilistic con-
nection graph by G = pπc (i, j) = exp(−Gπ0 (i, j)), where
pπc (i, j) is the path-based grouping probability.

The intuition behind this is that the grouping of (i, j)
should directly depend on the path created by other indi-
vidual k in between them. Our path-based metric could be
viewed as a simplified solution of a more sophisticated flux-
based model, where the connectivity between all pairs of in-
dividuals is formulated as a flow, and consider the accumu-
lated flux as the grouping connectivity using the standard

maximum-flow, minimum-cut algorithm [5, Ch.27]. How-
ever the computational cost for the flux-based metric is high
(exponential). Our algorithm is also inspired by the spectral
clustering [23] and path-based clustering [3] in the domain
of pattern classification [7, Ch.10.9].

In case an explicit grouping is desired, we can adopt a
proper graph cutting method on G such as using the hier-
archical agglomerative clustering (e.g. minimum spanning
tree (MST) [4]) or modularity-cut [26]. Fig.3 visualize G
(in transparent edges) as well as some explicit grouping (in
color polygons) in our test scenarios. Group segmentation
is more robust if the hard decision is made only at the last
stage of grouping. Our path-based grouping is less bias than
the MST-grouping, since all pairs of paths are considered,
whereas in [4] weaker connectivity are ignored in the clus-
tering process.

We will show in the next section that we can perform
many reasoning tasks using G without explicit grouping:
counting the number of individuals in a group, determining
if a group is forming or dispersing, modeling the movement
of a group, and at a high level if separate groups are about
to engage in aggressive activities such as a fight — all using
similar probabilistic reasoning steps.

4. Probabilistic Group Structure Analysis and
Scenario Recognition

We describe the key concept toward the flexibility and
robustness of our approach, that is to represent and reason
group-level activity on an individual basis using the soft
grouping graph G. This is a novel perspective because no
decisive grouping is performed during the reasoning pro-
cess. Since no explicit grouping is made, we must define
the probability of a group-level scenario on an individual
basis. For example, “the probability of the group that per-
son i belongs to is chasing the group of j is 0.3”. Inference
using such probabilistic grouping over time leads to more
robust reasoning, in particular on complex group scenarios.
Table 1 provides an overview of group scenarios recognized
by our system.

Group structure analysis: We analyze both the static
group structures (size, compactness) and their dynamic
changes (such as formation, dispersion) over time. The size
of a group that person i belongs to is estimated as the ex-
pected value of the number of healthy tracks j that i is con-
nected with:

Gs(i) =
∑
∀j

pπc (i, j)h(j), (5)

where h(j) is the track healthiness incorporated to deal with
false and miss detections, by considering Kalman filter co-
variance and track lifetime.

We consider three status of a group structure: (i) the
group is growing (formation), (ii) shrinking (dispersion),
and (iii) remaining the same size (stable), with equations



Table 1. Probabilistic group-level scenario recognition.
Group scenario Probabilities for track i, or between tracks (i, j)
Group formation pfg (i) = sigmoid(yfg , 1, 0.2), y

f
g =

∑
∀j 6=i

pπc (i, j; t) ·
[
1− pπc (i, j; tp)

]
·max(h(i), h(j))

Group dispersion pdg(i) = sigmoid(ydg , 1, 0.2), y
d
g =

∑
∀j 6=i

pπc (i, j; tp) ·
[
1− pπc (i, j; t)

]
·max(h(i), h(j))

Stable group psg(i) = 1− pfg (i)− pdg(i)
Loitering group plg(i) = 1−

∏
∀j

{
1− pπc (i, j)pl(j)

}
Stable loitering group pslg (i) = psg(i)p

l
g(i)

Distinct groups pδg(i, j) =
∏
∀k

{1−max(pπc (i, k)p
π
c (k, j), p

π
c (j, k)p

π
c (k, i))}

Close-by groups pcg(i, j; t) = 1−
∑
k 6=i,j

[
1− pc(i, k; t)

]
·
[
1− pc(k, j; t)

]
Group meeting pmeetg (i, j) = 1−

∏
t=t0 to tf

{
1− pcg(i, j; t)

}
Group following pflwg (i, j) = pδg(i, j) ·

[
1−

∏
k

{
pδg(i, k) + [1− pδg(i, k)] · [1− pflw(k, j)]

}]
Group chasing pchsg (i, j) = pδg(i, j) ·

[
1−

∏
k

{
pδg(i, k) + [1− pδg(i, k)] · [1− pchs(k, j)]

}]
given in Table 1. The idea is to check all the neighbors of
person i in G and see if there is a change in the connectivity.
For example, if ∀j 6=i, the group connectivity pπc (i, j) is high
at current time t and low at some previous time tp = t−Tw,
the probability of group formation of person i is high. We
use a time window of Tw = 30 frames.

Group scenario recognition: In security, group loiter-
ing is of particular interest to municipalities, because it is
likely related to (or often the prologue of) illegal activities
e.g. gang activities and disorderly youth. Our analytical
definition of a loitering person has three criteria: (i) is cur-
rently moving slowly, (ii) has been close to the current po-
sition at a point in time in the past that was at least Tmin
seconds ago and at most Tmax seconds ago, and (iii) was
also moving slowly at that previous point in time.

For each person i, the probability of the belonging group
Gi is loitering is one minus the probability that all other in-
dividuals in the group are not loitering. This inversion tech-
nique will be used frequently in subsequent group scenario
analysis. An attractive characteristic of our framework is its
flexibility to recognize new scenarios by combining exist-
ing knowledge. As an example, we detect a stable loitering
group by multiplying the probability of stable group and
group loitering (Table 1). Throughout the paper we denote
subscript g as group level probabilities. 1

Pairwise group structure analysis: We consider
two basic types of structure between groups: close-by
groups and distinct groups. The former only consid-

1 Although intuitively a group satisfying loitering should be stable in
a larger time scale, each individual of it could still be considered not in
a stable group in a smaller time scale. We multiply factors by assuming
these are independent.

ers pairwise group relationship at one time step while
the latter considers track history. Two groups of a pair
of people i and j are considered currently close-by if
there exists no person k that both i and j are close
to. Using the same inversion technique, we define the
probability of close-by groups as: pcg(i, j; t) = 1 −
∀k 6=i,jp

(
k far from i and k far from j at time t

)
, where the

probability if two individuals being close is elaborated in
§5.

The distinct groups pδg between individuals i and j is
modeled as {∀k, there is no connectivity from (i, k) or
(k, j)}, using the same inversion technique. In addition,
higher-level scenarios such as stable distinct groups and sta-
ble loitering distinct groups can respectively be defined as
multiplications of component probabilities:

psδg (i, j) = psg(i)p
s
g(j)p

δ
g(i, j), (6)

pslδg (i, j) = psg(i)p
l
g(i)p

s
g(j)p

l
g(j)p

δ
g(i, j). (7)

Pairwise group scenario recognition: Building upon
various per-track basis motion analysis for individuals in §5
such as meeting, following, and chasing, we can again rec-
ognize group-level scenarios using the soft group represen-
tation. The probability of the two groups of a pair of people
i and j meeting at time t in the future is defined as:

pmeetg (i, j) = 1−
∏

t=t0 to tf

{
1− pcg(i, j; t)

}
, (8)

where t0 is the current time, tf is the time extent in the
future, and pcg(i, j; t) is the probability of close-by groups.

We define the probability of a group Gi (where person i
belongs to) follows an individual j as:

pflwgi (i, j) = pδg(i, j) · (1− pnf (i, j)), (9)



Direction Distribution
angle

Distance Change

dt

dt+T

Approaching

A walking towards B. B is standing.

Following

A walking after B. B is also walking.

Meeting

A walking towards B. B is also walking.

Chasing

A running after B. B is also running.

Aggressive targeting

A running toward B. B is either standing 

or walking away.

Intercepting

A and B are both walking or running. 

A and B are not moving towards each 

other.

A and B are going to meet if they 

continue along their paths)(a) (b)

Motion Type

(b)

(c)

(c)

Figure 2. (a) motion type: The probability of a person being in different motion types is modeled by a set of sigmoid functions using
velocity. (b, top) relative motion direction: The probability of different relative moving directions between two people is modeled by
a set of sigmoid functions using relative angles. (b, bottom) relative distance change: The probability of different relative distance
changes between two people is modeled by a set of sigmoid functions using the change in inter-person distance. (c) pairwise interaction:
Illustration of different types of interaction between two people.

where pnf , the probability of Gi not following individual j
is defined as

pnf (i, j) =
∏
k

(
pδg(i, k)+(1−pδg(i, k)) ·(1−pflw(k, j))

)
.

The intuition is that we consider each individual indepen-
dently, taking account of two cases: either individual k and
follower i are in different groups, or the k and i are in one
group but k is not following j.

Next we use Eq. 9 to model the case where a group of
individuals is following another group:

pflwg (i, j) = pδg(i, j) · (1− p′nf (i, j)), (10)

where the probability ofGi not followingGj is defined sim-
ilarly as before, by taking account of two cases: either indi-
vidual k and j are in different groups, or k and j are in the
same group but k is not followed by i:

p′nf (i, j) =
∏
k

(
pδg(j, k)+(1−pδg(j, k)) ·(1−p

flw
gi (i, k))

)
.

The group-level chasing scenario can be defined sim-
ilarly, in that the probability pchs of chasing individual
should be used. We further define a family of related group-
level scenarios such as group approaching, group aggres-
sive targeting, and group intercepting, respective to the pair-
wise interaction outlined in Fig.2(c) in a similar fashion.

5. Probabilistic Individual Motion and Interac-
tion Analysis

This section describes our per-track basis motion anal-
ysis, where the equations are summarized in Table 2. We
organize the motion scenarios into three main categories
(§5.1), which serves as the building block for group motion
analysis: (i) individual motion types, (ii) relative motion di-
rection between pairs, and (iii) relative distance change be-
tween pairs. These components can be combined with the
motion prediction modules (Fig.2) described in §5.2 to pre-
dict several scenarios such as approaching, following, and
chasing in §5.3.

5.1. Person Motion Analysis
We consider the following motion types MT of a per-

son: standing, walking, running, and an additional un-
known state. Denote v the velocity of a person, we use
the sigmoid function to model the posterior distribution
p(MT |v) ' p(v|MT )p(MT ), visualized in Fig.2(a). We
also use velocity measurements to estimate the relative mo-
tion direction between pairs of people. We allow three rela-
tive motion directions MD = {same, opposite, neither},
which are conditioned on the angle between their velocity
vectors. A graphical visualization of the posterior is shown
in Fig.2(b, upper).

5.2. Motion Prediction
We utilize the time varying prediction of location proba-

bility distributions produced by the Kalman tracker to rea-
son about the chance if two people will spatiotemporally
get close. This probability is used in group-level recogni-
tion such as close-by and the meeting of groups.

Denote the location prediction of individuals i and j
as xi(t) ' N(zit, S

i
t) and xj(t) ' N(zjt , S

j
t ) respec-

tively, where N denotes normal distribution, zt is the es-
timated ground plane location and St is the associated un-
certainty. The probability that two people are close to
each other at time t can be estimated by assuming that
the true locations of i and j are indeed xi(t) and xj(t):
pc(i, j; t) = θ (||xi(t) − xj(t)|| − σc), where θ denotes
thresholding. However, we do not know the exact location
of i and j at time t. We hence perform a numerical integra-
tion over all possible locations with a set of sample points
and weights that represent the distributions N(xi; zit, S

i
t)

and N(xj ; zjt , S
j
t ). The predicted probability of two peo-

ple to be close at time t is:

pc(i, j; t|zit, Sit , z
j
t , S

j
t ) =

∑
m,n

(θ(||xim−xjm||−σc)wimwjm).

(11)



Table 2. Probabilistic scenario recognition for/between individuals.
Track analysis Probabilities for track i, or between tracks (i, j)

Track healthiness h(i), obtained from Kalman filter tracking confidence and lifetime
Person loitering pl(i) (omitted in this paper due to space limit)

Person motion type pmt(MT |, i), MT = { standing, walking, running, unknown }, Fig.2(a)
Relative motion direction pmd(MD|i, j), MD = { same, opposite, neither }, Fig.2(b, upper)
Relative distance change pdc(DC |i, j), DC = { increasing, decreasing, unchanging }, Fig.2(b, lower)

Track to track pairwise metric ppc(i, j) incorporating front/sided-ness, velocity, and motion track history in Eq.2
Track to track path connectivity pπc (i, j), obtained from ppc(i, j) after all-pair shortest path computation

Person meeting pmeet(i, j) = 1−
∏

t=t0 to tf

{
1− pc(i, j; t)

}
, where pc is defined in Eq.11

Person following pflw(i, j) = p(MT
i = walking)p(MT

j = walking)
[
1− sigmoid(ditc(i, j), µditc , σditc)

]
Person chasing pchs(i, j) = p(MT

i = running)p(MT
j = running)

[
1− sigmoid(ditc(i, j), µditc , σditc)

]
5.3. Recognizing Pairwise Interaction Scenarios

In estimating probabilistic meeting, i.e. to determine if
two individuals will meet in a future time interval t ∈ [0, T ],
it is not trivial to remove the time dependency by marginal-
izing over the time t, since locations xi(t) and xj(t) are
not necessarily independent between time steps. We hence
chose to select discrete time slices ta and infer how proba-
ble it is that two targets are going to be close at least at one
time ts from a set {ts|s = 0, . . . , N − 1}. This is again
the inversion technique that pmeet(i, j) equals 1 minus the
probability that the targets never got close (Table 2).

Probabilistic following/chasing is estimated based on the
person motion types and the prediction of future locations.
In a following event, we first compute the interception dis-
tance ditc(i, j) between a follower i and a target j by com-
puting the shortest distance between the current group loca-
tion of j and the predicted location of i (extrapolated using
the current velocity estimation). If both people are walking
and their interception distance is small, we consider it a fol-
lowing event. Similarly, for both are running, it is then a
chasing event (Table 2).

Other scenarios such as probabilistic approaching, ag-
gressive targeting, and intercepting, summarized in Fig.2(c)
can be modeled similarly by incorporating motion pattern
and motion prediction modules. These can be combined to
detect high-level scenarios. For example, the probability of
two targets quickly running toward, and meeting at the same
location is:[
pmd(opposite|i, j) + pmd(neither|i, j)

]
· pdc(decreasing|i, j)

·pmt(running|i) · pmt(running|j) · pmeet(i, j).

6. Implementation, Results and Evaluation
Video tracking system: Our system is equipped with

four standard CCTV cameras for data collection and test-
ing. The tracking system [15] comprises of multiple cali-
brated and synchronized cameras performing tracking co-
operatively. Person detections in each view are projected

onto the ground plane in 3D and are then fed into a cen-
tralized Kalman tracker operating on the ground plane. Our
system runs automatically in real-time (15 to 30 fps) in rec-
ognizing pre-defined events for about 5-20 people or more.

To ensure real-life performance, was first deployed our
system in a courtyard to test on pedestrian surveillance. We
then participate an official field test on the MPR dataset
(http://mockprisonriot.org), where several cor-
rection officers volunteered to enact security relevant be-
haviors such as agitated arguments, fights, contraband ex-
change in an abandoned prison yard in West Virginia, USA.
As many activities of interest for correctional settings are
related to gang activities, the enacted scenarios often has
the presence of multiple groups.

Fig.3 illustrates snapshots of several scenarios detected
by our system. Fig.3(a) shows our soft grouping connec-
tivity in the prison yard scenario when 6 enacted inmates
are about to form two groups to challenge each other and
fight. Our path-based probabilistic grouping scheme suc-
cessfully identifies the two main groups. Fig.3(b-h) depicts
samples of detected group activities in several scenarios se-
lected from both datasets.

We next discuss two specific scenarios in related secu-
rity applications, where the recognition involves complex
spatial-temporal reasoning over low-level and high-level in-
terpretations. We show that our probability framework is
flexible and adaptable to solve them.

Case study I: The scenario of flanking maneuver is a
spatiotemporal configurations exhibited by groups, where
one or more aggressive and dominating groups spread out to
surround a victim group prior to an attack. Refer to Fig.3(g)
for an example occurred in a prison yard. We consider the
probabilistic flanking condition pflk(i, j : k), where a vic-
tim k is flanked by two others i and j if: (1) i, j are in
a group, i, k and j, k are in different groups, the distance
d(i, j) is large enough than d(i, k) and d(j, k), and the an-
gle θf between

−→
ki and

−→
kj is large enough. The event prob-

ability is then:

http://mockprisonriot.org


Figure 3. Snapshots of several group-level activities captured by our system, where in each case the top depicts one (out of many)
camera views and the bottom depicts a top-down 2D planar view, except (h). (a) Cyan lines depict our probabilistic path-based grouping
connectivity pπc as a complete graph of all tracks; lower transparency indicates higher probability. (b) Detected stable loitering groups,
where the transparency indicates probability pslg . (c) Three detected pairs of stable distinct groups, where each yellow edge depicts psδg .
Observe that only people of different groups trigger strong signals. (d) Detected group formation, where the 4 people gather together such
that their overall group size is increasing. We denote ‘F’ in red for formation, ‘S’ in green for stable, and their transparency indicates
probabilities pfg and psg . (e) Detected group dispersion in the same sequence after (d), where the 4 individuals disperse (‘D’ in yellow for
pdg). (f) Detected group following pflwg in red edges connecting two major groups, where one is following another. (g) Detected flanking
maneuver, where 4 enacted inmates are surrounding 2 victims for an attack. Red circle indicates high probability of being flanked, while
green circle indicates low probability. Observe that the grouping connectivity between members in the aggressive group is very strong. (h)
Detected contraband exchange with a certain probability.

pflk(i, j : k) = pπc (i, j) [1− pπc (i, k)] [1− pπc (j, k)] · (12)
sigmoid(dratio, µdr , σdr ) · sigmoid(θ, µθ, σθ),

where µθ and σθ control how wide should the attackers i
and j spread in order to flank the victim k; the distance
radio dratio =

2d(i,j)
d(i,k)+d(j,k) controls the proper distance be-

tween the attackers and the victim. We consider all pairs
of i and j for every individual k in accumulating all prob-
abilities. Thus, the probability of individual k is flanked is
1− p(k is not flanked by any others):

pflk(k) = 1−
∏

∀ pairs of i,j

[
1− pflk(i, j : k)

]
. (13)

Case study II: Another important application in prison
security is to monitor if there is any contraband handoff
between inmates, where improvised knives, drugs, mes-
sages and others are exchanged. This scenario requires
two individuals to physically get close to each other dur-
ing the handoff, Fig.3(h) and also that a short while of T

seconds ago, the individuals are not close yet but are ap-
proaching each other. There is at least one person walk-
ing during the approach, while the second person might
be standing or walking. The scenario is modeled as
p({i and j are exchanging contraband at time t}) =

[pmt(walking|i; tp = t− T ) + pmt(walking|j; tp)−
pmt(walking|i; tp)pmt(walking|j; tp)] ·

pmeet(i, j; tp)p
md(opposite|i, j, tp)

[
1− pc(i, j; tp)

]
pc(i, j; t).

Validation: We have performed evaluation on various
group-level events against manually labelled ground truth
as shown in Fig.4. The confusion matrix labels are in
the order of stable loitering group (SL), contraband hand-
off (CH), group formation (GF), group dispersion (GD),
flanking maneuver (FM), and group following (GF). Note
that our evaluation uses videos with complex group interac-
tions where multiple events of interest can occur simultane-



(a) Ground truth (b) Test results
Figure 4. Confusion matrix comparing the accuracy of the group-
level event classification (see text).

ously. For example, prior to a gang fighting event while a
group of people is loitering, another group can be forming.
The contraband hand-off will inevitably include a meeting
as a part. Therefore, the diagonal values are not always
1 in the ideal cases as a direct result of composite events
(as compared to a conventional confusion matrix) shown in
Fig.4(a). Fig.4(b) shows our test result, which fairly resem-
bles the table generated from the ground truth.

7. Conclusion
We have described a probabilistic framework to recog-

nize group-level activity in many scenarios using a novel
soft grouping metric and track-based motion analysis. We
use a graph between individuals within a scene to determine
group membership and interactions, where sound proba-
bilistic estimates can be combined to handle new scenarios.
The approach is per-track basis, fully automatic and effi-
cient. In the future, for crowded scenes we can augment
our method by first generating a large scale clustering and
for each cluster perform detailed group analysis. Another
future direction is to recover minor tracking errors by ex-
ploiting the probabilistic reasoning about the groups as a
feedback.
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